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Emerging Strong During Office Re-Entry
DHG has developed a Workplace Re-Entry Readiness Framework which features a comprehensive
and strategic playbook coupled with a customizable risk analytics tool. Both the playbook and
technology-based platform can be tailored by the business for varying risk profiles and tolerances.
We are here to help guide your company through a phased reopening in order to maintain business
continuity in a responsible way. Tackle the complex decisions regarding risk and re-entry by
emerging strong with DHG at your side, giving you more time to focus on your business.
KEY CHALLENGES
DHG has created a framework that can be adapted to your needs to focus on a strategy for
navigating office re-entry. We can help you:
• Navigate Disruption

• Manage Uncertainty

• Access Reliable Data & Info

• Practice Wellness & Safety

• Resume Operations

• Physically Return

HOW WE WILL HELP
During collaborative sessions, an experienced DHG team will guide you through these foundational
steps:
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We will provide you access to our proprietary analytics tool which will be configured to deliver
data-driven, customized monitoring of the KPI’s you define as keys to your successful phased
re-entry. We will also deliver a comprehensive playbook outlining your phased approach re-entry
plan, inclusive of the KPI thresholds that will help you identify the need for progression and
regression as the environment changes.
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*Available either as a component of the Workplace Re-entry Readiness Framework or as a stand-alone tool.

TOOLS AVAILABLE
The Phased Approach Playbook will incorporate any or all of the following tools, depending on
your business needs:
• Cleaning Protocols

• PPE Strategy

• Communication Plan

• Ready, Set, Go – Checklist

• Data Analytics

• Resource Library

• Employee Pledge

• Thought Leadership
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Customizable risk analytics
tool tailored to reflect your
organization’s risk profiles
and tolerances, used
to assist in data-driven
decision making. Available
either as a component of
the Workplace Re-entry
Readiness Framework or as
a stand-alone tool.

OUR APPROACH TO EMERGING STRONG
Since the the stay-at-home-mandate, DHG’s re-entry team has been studying, planning and developing a strategy for re-entry
to our offices and client locations. This multidisciplinary team is comprised of members representing change management,
data analytics, human resources, legal, office management, communications and client facing team members. DHG is now
ready to bring our robust framework to the marketplace to help others navigate re-entry into a work environment during a
global pandemic.
As we embrace the challenges of today with a future-focused approach, DHG is positioned to help you understand trends
and changes in the marketplace so you can emerge stronger. In this ever-changing world, we are here to deliver innovative
approaches and services:
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Services

To learn more, visit dhg.com/approaches-to-emerging-strong or email us at analytics@dhg.com.
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